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Course Purpose
The aim of this course is to introduce the students to the physical principles

required by the contemporary scientific approach for the understanding of

(a) the biophysical changes and phenomena that affect the function of

biological systems, (b) the physical principle of functioning and precautions

for the most commonly used medical devices and modalities. This course

also provides to students the knowledge for radiation protection in their

daily practice.

Learning

Outcomes

By the end of this course, students should be able to:

- Describe the optics phenomena of refraction and total reflection,

explain the mechanism of vision, the refractive anomalies of vision and

their corrective lenses, and the physical principles of medical devices in

ophthalmology.

- Describe the human motion and balance, recognize and explain the

forces (e.g. friction at the human joints) and torques (e.g. levers of the

body and of medical instruments) exerted to or from the body.

- Define the concepts of heat and temperature, explain the heat balance

- heat transfer - body temperature, the phenomena of expansion and

contraction in terms of atoms thermal motion, explain the physical

principle of the medical thermometer, the temperature scales, and

recognize applications of thermal radiation in medicine (e.g.

thermography).

- Describe the wave motion, the wave phenomena (reflection, refraction,

and diffraction), the characteristics of sound waves, the hearing

mechanism, the mechanism of ultrasound (production-propagation-

detection), explain the Doppler effect, illustrate knowledge of the sound

biological effects and the interaction mechanism of ultrasound with

tissues, and recognize ultrasound applications in medicine.

- Identify the basic concepts in electricity and magnetism used in

medicine and biomedical technology, explain the biological effects of

electricity on the human body, recognize electromagnetic applications

in medicine and electric hazards, and describe the safety rules



necessary to apply in hospitals.

- Describe the atomic phenomena of excitation, de-excitation and

ionization, explain the physical principles, characteristics and

applications of LASER and X-ray in medicine, recognize their biological

effects and describe precautions and safety rules necessary to apply in

hospitals.

- Describe the types of radiation emitted from the nucleus, explain the

concept of half-life of a radioactive nucleus, recognize the biological

effects of ionizing radiation, illustrate knowledge of allowed doses in

human organs, describe the safety rules necessary to apply in hospitals

for radiation protection, and illustrate knowledge of external

(radiosources) and internal (radiopharmaceuticals) use of radiation in

nuclear medicine for diagnosis and therapy.

- Search, write and present the physical principle of functioning of a

medical device / modality and the necessary precautions for use.

Prerequisites None Corequisites None

Course Content
- Optics: optics phenomena, mechanism of vision, refractive anomalies

of vision and corrective lenses, medical devices in ophthalmology.

- Mechanics: motion and balance of the human body, forces and torques

exerted to or from the human body.

- Heat: heat and temperature, heat balance, heat transfer, body

temperature, thermometers, temperature scales, expansion, and

contraction in terms of the thermal motion of atoms, applications of

thermal radiation in medicine (e.g. thermography).

- Waves: wave motion, wave phenomena (reflection, refraction,

diffraction), sound waves, hearing mechanism, biological effects of

sound, Doppler effect, ultrasound mechanism, ultrasound interactions

with tissues and applications in medicine.

- Electromagnetism: applications of electricity and magnetism in

medicine and biomedical technology, biological effects, electric

hazards, precautions and safety rules in hospitals.

- Atomic physics: atom structure, atomic physics phenomena (excitation,

de-excitation, ionization), LASER and X rays (mechanism,

characteristics, biological effects, precautions in hospitals)

- Nuclear Physics: nucleus structure, type of radiation, half-life, ionizing

radiation (biological effects, dosimetry, detectors, radiation protection),

nuclear medicine (radiosources and radiopharmaceuticals).

- Case study: Search, write and present (interview presentation or

computer presentation) about topics related to medical devices /

equipment (physical principle of functioning, proper usage,

precautions).



Teaching

Methodology

Lectures are delivered to the students by means of computer presentations

including images, simulations, and videos. Lecture notes and presentations

are available through the website of the course (e-learning) to be used in

combination with the textbooks.

Lectures begin with real-life observations, challenging the students for

explanations (discussions, questions/answers) to guide them to physics

concepts/principles, and then proceed to medical and biomedical

applications, also emphasizing, when necessary, the importance of

undertaking precautions and apply safety rules for staff and patients.
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Through the services of the university library, access is provided to

electronic repositories of scientific journals and articles, indicatively

ProQuest, Cambridge University Press and Science Direct with

thousands of scientific journals in the fields of health sciences.

Assessment  Midterm written exam: 25%. Includes multiple-choice questions, short

and open-type questions.

 Case study & presentation: 15%. Computer presentation or interview

presentation of a medical device / equipment (physical principle of

functioning, proper usage, precautions, references).

 Class participation: 10%. Participate in class discussions and answer

questions.

 Final written exam: 50%. Includes multiple-choice questions, short and

open-type questions.

Language Greek / English




